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Subject: Address change

Body:

Joe-- Good to hear from you. I sent this note to payroll and they called yesterday to say that the change had 

been sent to TSP. They said to give it a week and check with TSP again. If the change isn't there by then, I can 

call them back. I wrote myself a note to call TSP next week and check for you.I am also going to be faxing you 

an appointment affadavit for your intermittent position. Please sign it and mail or fax back to me. Don't worry 

about the notary or any of that, just your signature is good enough.Hope everything is going well for you. Have 

a dog yet? Have a great holiday and give my best to Carolyn.To: KC-Payroll.Finance @ GSA.gov @ internet @ 

worldcomcc: From: Tracy Shycoff/ARRB Date: 12/10/96 03:51:00 PMSubject: Address changeYou have already 

received the address change below. However, TSP was not notified of his change and apparently can only get 

that info from you. Please file the necessary forms to reflect his change of address. The SSN is [Screened by: 

NARA RD-F on October 24, 2016 according to the John F. Kennedy Records Collection Act of 1992, 44 U.S.C. 

2107, Section 6(3)].Since this is my first attempt at communicating with you through e-mail, please let me 

know if this worked out ok. Thanks!To: Tracycc: From: Joseph Freeman/ARRB Date: 12/06/96 01:08:28 

PMSubject: I'm back and being a pain...Hi, Tracy! Two quick items: 1) in case you need to know for any 

administrative reason, I ended up not doing the COBRA thing (re: health insurance); Carolyn added me to her 

coverage instead, and, 2) I wrote TSP and asked them to change my home address in my records (so that my 

next statement goes to the right place) -- they wrote back and said that, since I'm not terminated (as opposed 

to intermittent, I guess), they can't accept any changes from me and that my employer would have to forward 

them, so if it's not a problem could you forward, via GSA or whoever, my new address: 3639 E. Stanford Drive, 

Scottsdale, AZ 85253. Many thanks and it's good to be back!
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